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HRW raises awareness about a possible forced disparition of the head of
women’s prison of Herat
Alia Azizi, Herat women’s prison head, has been missing since October 2021. On April 20th,
Human Rights Watch urged the Taliban regime to take action, stating that they 'should
investigate Alia Azizi’s disappearance’. HRW highly suppose that Alia Azizi has forcibly
disappeared.
They point out the lack of efficiency of the Taliban authorities in the research investigation aiming
to find Alia Azizi. They also underlined that Alia Azizi worked under the former government and
quit her job after the Taliban took over Herat in August 2021. She stayed home for two weeks
before Taliban authorities asked her to resume her work, as they needed women to handle the job
of women’s prison head. After the family’s request to investigate the disappearance of Alia Azizi,
the Taliban stated that they considered it a family problem and that they will not launch any
research investigation. This case is one more time an opportunity, according to Human Rights
Watch, to show Taliban authorities’ failure to investigate serious allegations of human rights
violations. (HRW)
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Jailed activist puts an end to his hunger strike
Merzoug Touati, an Algerian blogger and activist, was detained on December 28 and sentenced
to one year in prison on January 2022 for ‘offending state institutions’ and ‘spreading false
information in connection to a Facebook post. The activist was unjustly jailed and prosecuted for
his public criticism of prison conditions. To keep going on his revendications, Merzoug Touati
started a Hunger strike for 3 weeks while jailed, to protest against his detention and the
conditions he was detained.
Rights groups claim Touati’s unjust detention and point out Algerian authorities’ violation of
Human Rights. Touati was known as part of Algerian activism and opposition to the regime. He
was part of the Hirak protest movement, which organizes massive demonstrations and protests
for political reforms since February 2019. Merzoug Touati’s hunger strike is an efficient testimony
of detainees’ conditions in Algeria and raises awareness of the Human rights situation in the
country. Eric Goldstein, deputy Middle East and North Africa director at Human Rights Watch,
stated that ‘Touati’s case is emblematic of the systematic persecution by the authorities against
those who speak out to defend human rights.' (HRW)

EGYPT
Release of 41 prisoners ahead of the Eid Holiday while living conditions in
Egyptian jails remains a serious human rights concern
On Sunday 24 April, a week before the end of Ramadan, the Muslim holy month, Egypt released
more than three dozen prisoners. This time of the year, just before Eid, is traditionally a time of
amnesty according to political parties and state-run media.
The English edition of the state-run newspaper Al-Ahram said 41 prisoners in all were released. It
has been confirmed by families members and political activists that several high-profile detainees
were freed, such as the political activist Waleed Shawky or the journalist Mohamed Salah.
However New arrests are still taking place. Furthermore, almost the entirety of the activists
involved in the 2011 uprising in Egypt is still in jail. The draconian law passed in 2013 bans all street
protests. Living conditions in Egyptian Jails remain a crucial concern for human rights.
Forced disappearances and suspicious death while in detention are common and quite worrying in
Egypt. Indeed Human Rights Watch is calling for the urgent release of autopsy reports on the
suspicious death of prisoners. It was the case of the economist Ayman Hadhoud. His death in
custody remains suspicious, as he forcibly disappeared on February 5 or 6 2022. An informal
source informed Hadhoud’s family of his transfer to the Abbasiya Psychiatric Hospital, on
February 18. No one had been allowed to visit and his health conditions remained secret. As he
disappeared from social media on April 7, a family member only found a way to see his body at
the hospital a week later. As many bruises were on his body, the hospital refused to deliver any
kind of information. Hadhoud’s family and associates declared that they deserved a full inquiry
into “What happened to Ayman Hadhoud during those long weeks of his disappearance. Those
responsible for criminal wrongdoing should be appropriately prosecuted”. (Voanews, HRW)

IRAN
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Amnesty international express concern about Afghan refugees in Iran
On April 22nd, Samira Hamidi, Amnesty International’s campaigner, gave an interview to Radio
Free Afghanistan, expressing her concerns about Afghan refugees’ rights in Iran. She stated that
‘Iran’s border guards force Afghan refugees by guns at borders and oust them from their
country’. This statement puts the light on the Iranian treatment of refugees, especially afghan
refugees. Torture and sexual harassment have already been confirmed by rights groups.
Samira Hamidi’s public statement is also a way to call on the international community to handle the
issue of Afghan refugees in Iran. She recalled that Afghans are having difficulties extending
visas and establishing payment channels. Their harassment is indeed mainly due to a lack of
documents as they fled the country real quick after the Taliban came to power in August 2020.
However, Iran’s embassy in Kabul responded to this accusation in a press release. They said that
the ongoing torture of Afghan refugees in Iran is a ‘conspiracy to disturb bilateral relations with
Afghanistan.’ (The Print)

IRAQ
Contest of Iraq human rights report made by the US
On Wednesday 20 April, the US Department released its yearly report on the current state of
human rights in all the countries around the world. In the section on Iraq, the US agency raised
serious human rights violations committed by several political factions and by terrorist groups
such as the Islamic State. Human rights Organisations have long denounced the violence and
harassment committed by political groups in Iraq.
However, on Sunday 24 April Iraqi authorities publically dismissed this latest Report and declared
it “inaccurate”. Ahmed Al-Sahhaf, the spokesperson of the Iraqui Ministry of Foreign Affairs said
that “the report lacked in accuracy and was partly based on reports from previous years”.
For the Iraqui civil society activist, Ahmed Haqqi, refusing what is stated in the report is
worrying. “The government should not deny what was stated in the report, especially since it does
not differ from previous reports of international organisations concerned with human rights”
explained Haqqi in Al-Araby Al-Jadeed. (Rudaw, The New Arab)
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Lebanese opposition candidates threatened and attacked by
supporters of traditional parties
Oppositional candidates for the election in Lebanon on May 15th are accusing the Hezbollah and
its ally the Amal Movement of threatening and attacking them and their supporters. Hicham
Hayek, who is running for the slate Together For Change, reported about workers at an election
venue had been beaten up in April. “And as we approached the venue we saw that they had
closed off the road leading to the event with tires, and they were yelling at people, attacking them
and insulting them,” he said. At the event “some people tried to reason with [them], and asked
them to open the road, but they were only beaten up. Then one of them took out a handgun and
fired towards us.” The southern area of Lebanon, where the venue took place, is considered as a
stronghold of Hezbollah and the Amal Movement. Finally, the army had to escort Hayek and other
speakers out, others had to through a dirt road to safely get out of the incident. One man accused
for shooting at the crowd got arrested.
Also in Beirut opposition candidates are facing so called “systematic attacks”, such as vandalism,
threatening phone calls to people, supporting their campaigns or following them. The electoral
campaign group Beirut Tuqawem (Beirut Resists) was publicly discussing with residents in Tarik
Jdideh in March. Until a group of enraged men showed up, Dima Ayyach, a coordinator with the
opposition group said. “They said it was Hariri’s area, we shouldn’t be here, and that we should
leave before things escalate.” Hariri had been the head of the Saudi-backed Future Movement
and former Lebanese president. He withdrew from politics earlier this year.
Despite the severe hostilities the opposition candidates are facing, their movements have gathered
more and more support since anti-government protests had swept over Lebanon in 2019 and the
economy crashed. As a rising portion of the country's unhappy populace loses trust in the political
and economic status quo, opposition parties have increased in strength.
(Al-Jazeera)
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More than 500 migrants intercepted off the coast of Libya
On Sunday, April 24th, Lybian authorities intercepted more than 542 migrants trying to reach
Europe through the Mediterranean sea. The 542 applicants for exile have been found and
arrested near Misrata, around 200 kilometres far from the capital. They have been placed in
detention in Tripoli until ‘humanitarian assistance will be provided until they are deported to their
countries’ Lybian authorities said. Most of them are said to come from Bangladesh.
Since the fall of Mouammar Kadhafi’s regime in 2011, Lybia has become a land of transfer for
people who wants to exile to Europe. Since then, the country has been pointed out several times
by right groups denouncing refugees’ conditions and lack of security at the Lybian border. A
review from International Organisation for Migration stated that more than 475 migrants have
died trying to reach the Europe Coast from Lybia. This road of migration is said to be the most
dangerous and murderous in the world. (The Statesman)

MOROCCO AND WESTERN SAHARA
Moroccan activist facing four-year sentence for social media posts
The Moroccan social media commentator Rabie Al-Ablaq, 35, is facing a four-year sentence on a
charge of disrespecting the king. In two videos posted on Facebook and YouTube, he was
comparing the king´s wealth to Morocco’s widespread poverty.
A court in the northern city of al-Hoceima tried the commentator on April 11th and will presumably
issue its verdict on April 25th. Al-Ablaq was a member of the Hirak, a street protest organization
in Morocco that seeks equal social, economic, and cultural rights for residents of the northern Rif
area. In 2016 and 2017 the Hirak held massive protests before a police crackdown choked the
movement off. About 500 activists had been detained and sentenced to up to 20 years in prison.
Also, Al-Ablaq has served a three-year sentence. He has been summoned and interrogated
several times for “publicly lacking due respect and reverence to the person of the king”,
“publishing false news” and “usurping the title of journalist”. After a conviction he had made in
2017, he accused the Moroccan police to have extracted it from him under torture. A doctor, sent
by the National Human Rights Council, later declared he “suffered from deep depression and cried
continuously,” and that his allegations of police mistreatment were “generally credible due to their
coherence and concordance.”
The incident enqueues in a series of prosecutions against social media activists criticizing the
Moroccan authorities. Eric Goldstein, deputy Middle East and North Africa director at Human
Rights Watch said: “In Morocco, the vibrant independent press of the 2000s is but a distant
memory. Nowadays, the authorities seem to be applying the Moroccan saying, ‘Speak, and you’ll
bleed from the nose.’” (HRW)

OMAN
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Oman secures the release of 14 foreigners detained in Yemen by the Houthis
On April 23rd, 14 foreigners, including a British national, held in Yemen, were released. It was
facilitated by Oman who transferred them from the Houthi-controlled Yemeni capital Sanaa to
Muscat on Sunday 24. This information has been published by Oman’s Foreign Ministry.
The people freed were a British national, held without charge or trial since 2017, with his wife and
child, seven Indian nationals, a Filipino, an Indonesian, an Ethiopian and a Myanmar national. No
mention of the reasons or conditions for the detentions has been released. The only information
mentioned has been from the Houthi chief negotiator Mohammed Abdulsalam. The 14 were
released after mediation by Oman. As they are now in the Omani capital, they will be soon
transferred to their respective countries. (Arabenews)
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Israeli authorities fuel escalation between Palestinians and Israelis
After the raid of the Al-Aqsa Mosque on Friday 15th, leaving over 150 Palestinians injured and
between 300 and 400 detained, the Israeli authorities continue their crackdown on Palestinians
during the holy month of Ramadan.
After a rocket was fired from besieged Gaza to Israel and intercepted by the Iron Dome, Israeli
forces launched an attack in the Gaza Strip on an alleged weapons manufactory site on Monday
18th. No casualties have been reported so far. Since then, Israeli forces executed another raid on
the Al-Aqsa Mosque the night of Thursday to Friday, shooting rubber-coated bullets, stun
grenades, tear and pepper gas on the worshippers. Dozens of Palestinians were injured and
detained. Recently far-right Israelis had passed through the Al-Aqsa compound to mark
Passover, challenging an agreement between Jordan and Israel from 1967, that banns nonMuslims from praying on the site. These ultra-nationalists now claim the right to pray on the
compound, causing confrontations between Palestinians and Israelis. Besides the raids on the AlAqsa Mosque, Israel carried out another air raid on Gaza on an alleged underground complex
used to produce rocket engines before dawn on Thursday. According to witnesses, these attacks
damaged several homes in the al-Bureij refugee camp in central Gaza.
Michael Lynk, the UN Special Rapporteur for the situation of human rights in the Palestinian
territory occupied since 1967, called on the international community in Geneva on April 22nd to
undertake short- and longer-term steps addressing the escalating violence in the occupied
Palestinian territory and Israel: “The past few weeks have seen a rising level of violence
associated with Israel’s 55-year-old occupation of Palestine. International inaction in the face of
these new levels of violence will only encourage more of the same.” 15 Israelis and foreign
nationals and over 40 Palestinians have been reportedly killed in the violence so far this year.
“This entrenched Israeli occupation, which has become indistinguishable from practices of
apartheid, is based on the institutional discrimination of one racial-national-ethnic group over
another,” said Lynk. Israeli authorities’ usage of violence to keep up the occupation has been
increasing steadily increasing over the past 16 months. 2021 constitutes the year with the most
dead Palestinians related to the Israeli occupation since 2014, the most killed children since 2014,
the highest rate of settler violence towards Palestinians since data had been gathered first in
2017 and the most demolished Palestinian homes since 2016.
(Al-Jazeera, Al-Jazeera, middleeasteye, Al-Jazeera, OHCHR)

QATAR
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Belgian and Dutch sponsor to partly boycott FIFA World Cup in Qatar
On April 18th, several sponsors of the Belgian and Dutch national football teams said they will
implement a ‘soft boycott’ on their participation in the 2023 Qatar FIFA World Cup. This decision
comes from the several Human rights groups' reports and alerts about Human Rights’ critical
situation in Qatar within the frame of the preparation of this worldwide event. Banking subsidiary
ING Belgium, chocolate producer Côte d'Or, courier service GLS and beer brand Jupiler have
said they will not be using the allocation of tickets they are entitled to receive as sponsors of the
Belgian national team. ING, the Dutch national team's principal sponsor, has stated that it will not
include World Cup imagery in its commercials.
‘The human rights situation is the reason why we are not doing anything at this tournament’ stated
ING spokesperson in an interview for Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf. Samely, Jupiler has cited
'our responsibility to respect human rights' for distancing itself from the World Cup. However, the
French brand Carrefour was said by different media to be part of the boycott but officially
denied its participation in any contestation regarding the coming event in Qatar. They issued an
official statement saying that ‘This fake news is groundless. Carrefour Group and its subsidiaries
are not engaged in any boycott action of the World Cup in Qatar.’ (ESM Magazine)
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Human rights activists severely condemn the potential deportation of a 13year-old Uyghur child and his mother to China
On the 13th of April, Amnesty International raised awareness of the potential deportation by Saudi
Arabia of a 13-year-old Uyghur child and her mother, along with two other Uyghurs, to China. The
NGO received credible information that Buheliqiemu Abula and her teenage daughter had to take
tests for Covid 19, as a preparation for their deportation to China. Lynn Maalouf, Amnesty
International's deputy regional director for the Middle East and North Africa stated that “Forcibly
returning these four Uyghur people- including a child- would be an unconscionable violation of
Saudi Arabia’s obligations under international law. The Saudi authorities must not even think about
sending them to China, where they will be subjected to arbitrary detention, persecution and
possibly torture”. (I news, Amnesty International)

TUNISIA
President Saied cementing his power monopoly
In a decree from Friday 22nd, Tunisian President Kais Saied declared he would reassemble the
country’s election commission, in a move to further monopolize political power on him.
According to the decree, the commission shall consist of seven members, Saied would elect three
of them, including its head. Three others shall be judges elected by the Supreme Judicial Council, a
body he also unilaterally replaced this year, and the last one an information technology specialist.
So far, the electoral commission has had nine members and the head had been elected by the
parliament. Saied had suspended the Tunisian parliament in July 2021 and dismissed it last month.
Nabil Baffoun, current president of the commission and critic of Saied, has warned that any
change in the commission composition by presidential decree would be “unlawful”. “It has become
the president’s commission,” he said. The head of Tunisia’s Ennahdha party, Rached Ghannouchi
expressed his concerns, that Saied´s takeover of the independent electoral commission would mean
a loss of credibility for future elections and called it “another attempt to stifle the revolution”.
Whilst Saied tries to perpetuate his grab on power, the country is shattered by a severe economic
crisis. Prices of basic goods have skyrocketed in the past months, bakeries all over the country
were forced to close and the economic outlook of the country is poor. (Al-Jazeera, Alarabiya)

TURKEY
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Osman Kavala, jailed turkish rigths defender, files a final appeal before
verdict
Osman Kavala, a Turkish activist, and philanthropist has become the face of the persecution of
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan's opponents. Detained as a political prisoner since 2017 in
Turkey, he has been on trial since February 2020. Osman Kavala is accused of ‘attempting to
overthrow' Erdogan's government by financing a wave of 2013 protests. His trial is now coming to
an end, and the judges are supposed to give the final sentence and verdict on Monday, April
25th. If he’s found guilty, the HR activist would be jailed for life without the possibility of parole.
After more than 4 years in a Turkish prison, Kavala is seen as a figure in the fight for justice and
freedom of speech in Turkey.‘The only thing that would console me is the possibility that what I
have gone through helps to put an end to grave judicial mistakes’ he said in a closing statement
issued by video link from his high-security prison outside Istanbul. This case also includes 16 other
defendants implicated in the 2013 protests. For rights groups acting in Turkey, this case has
become an ‘emblematic case’, making the final decision all the more important and decisive. ‘His
unconditional release may mark a turning point in de-politicization of judicial prosecutions in
Turkey,’ Amnesty International's Turkey researcher Guney Yildiz told AFP. (France 24)
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YEMEN
Confrontations continue despite two-months truce
After the handover of power from the former President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi to a
presidential council on April 7th, this council now has been inaugurated in the southern port city of
Aden on April 19th.
Rashad al-Alimi, the new president of the council, as well as Aidarous al-Zubaidi, the head of the
separatist Southern Transitional Council, Faraj al-Bahsani, the governor of Hadramout
governorate and others of the eight-member council, had arrived from Saudi Arabia in Aden over
the past few days. Also, members of the Yemeni parliament, as well as the United Nations Special
Envoy for Yemen Hans Grundberg and several European and Arab ambassadors, attended the
ceremony. The presidential council had met with the Yemeni government for the first time two
weeks ago in Riyadh to identify goals for the future months. Apart from an end to the almost
eight-year lasting war, Al-Alimi defined economic stability and alleviating humanitarian suffering
as two other priorities of the council. Whether the council will stay in Yemen or move to Riyadh,
especially after the ongoing two-month truce end, remains to be seen. In December 2020 at least
20 people were killed in a missile attack, shortly after government officials had arrived from Saudi
Arabia. Nonetheless, Faraj al-Buhsani, part of the council, has said members will remain in Yemen
after the swearing-in. The abstinence of former President Hadi and members of his government,
residing in Saudi hotels, had caused a lot of criticism.
Meanwhile, the Houthis have signed a UN action plan, to end violations against children. They
pledge to desist from the recruitment of children as soldiers, their killing and maiming, as well as
attacks on schools and hospitals. During the war, the Houthis have caused the death of thousands
of children, due to the use of landmines, indiscriminate artillery attacks, attacks on schools and
hospitals and the blocking of humanitarian aid. Thousands have been recruited as soldiers and
sent into battle, at least 2000 of them died. However, commitments, such as the recent one by the
Houthis, have a rather low rate of success in Yemen. In 2012, Houthi commanders and the Yemeni
government both promised to stop using juvenile troops. In a memorandum of understanding inked
with the UN in 2019, the Saudi and UAE-led coalition pledged to safeguard children. Despite these
assurances, the UN reported 4,418 child rights abuses in Yemen in 2020. Only Somalia is ranked
lower.
Despite the ongoing two-month truce, people in Marib have been reporting the Houthis were
keeping up attacks on the energy-rich government stronghold, the last in Yemen’s north. Yemeni
army outposts on Marib's southern front have been under Houthi fire since the start of the Muslim
holy month of Ramadan in early April, according to Salim Ali, a government soldier. The city hosts
a massive amount of internally displaced Yemenis. Its population has grown from around 300,000
to more than 2 million since 2015. Attacks, like the recent missile attacks, endanger thousands of
distressed Yemeni people in their overcrowded refuge. The recent attacks and breach of the
truce question the Houthis´ desire for peace. Houthi officials on the other hand accuse the Saudiled coalition of not fulfilling their part of the agreement, which includes free access for fuel
tankers to Hodeidah’s port, and the resumption of flights from Sanaa Airport. (Al-Jazeera,
HRW, Al-Jazeera)
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